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Our Story
..it really is as simple as that!
Success at Showtech is driven by the strong partnership we share with clients an outcome
of flawless execution of numerous events of impressive scale and magnitude. We offer a full
spectrum of corporate communication techniques that speak to the eyes, ears and heart of
your audiences. Our team consists of highly trained and experienced staff capable of
executing large scale events. We follow a project management process for smooth
integration of complex creative, design, production and technical elements.
The force behind Showtech is its founder-director, Shaji George. A long time industry
veteran, he has been credited with knowing the business inside-out. Like a true visionary
he began his journey in 1998 and since then he has been creating magic for clients in the

UAE providing top-notch technical expertise and prowess no matter the scale of the event.
To know more, Contact us.
Our Services: SOUND

LIGHTING

Our Production: LIVE CONCERTS
CEREMONIES

WEDDINGS

AUDIO VISUAL

RIGGING & STAGING

CONFERENCES & EXHIBITIONS

FASHION SHOWS

PRODUCT LAUNCHES

AWARD

VIDEOS

SOUND

Live concert or a Professional outdoor event? Showtech can provide a variety of sound
equipments to meet your needs. We are fully equipped to satisfy the most demanding of
environments. Our range of sound equipments includes top-notch brands in the industry.
Click to place an enquiry

LIGHTING
Whether your corporate event is in a dull conference suite or a stunning banquet hall, effective
use of lighting will turn the greyest of rooms into a luminous space setting with the right
ambience and mood. Showtech provides lighting solutions from subtle lighting schemes that
create sophisticated surroundings, to dazzling light shows that will make it a night to remember.

Why Showtech?
With Showtech, you have the advantage of







Single source accountability from a professional corporation in business since 1998
Integrity and clarity in budget proposal management
Excellent price performance and value
Priority service from an experienced and talented project team
Quick response and decisions
Mastery of full spectrum of corporate communication techniques that speak to the eyes,
ears and heart of your audiences
 Proprietary project management process for smoothly integrating complex creative,
design, production, and technical elements

Dubai,UAE
Phone No : +97143384048
Email - info@showtechme.com
Website - www.showtechme.com

